To retrieve appropriate information from large image datasets, Content Based image retrieval (CBIR) is a popular approach. In this paper we use binary clustering simultaneously on target and query images to retrieve color difference. One also measure geometric spreadness of each color, using coordinate information of clusters and used it with color difference with some weighted. Experimental results show that CBIRC gives better result as compare to other binning methods and ACE.
INTRODUCTION
In the world of technology, information management is become very crucial. As the people know about information technology the use of the computer and digital devices has been increases. People download picture or capture image from digital camera and then upload on the internet. That means we can say that image data are generated very rapidly that create very large image database. This data need to be stored in such a way, so that it can be access easily and quickly.
An image is a group of pixel that represents the object or region in the image. Many color models are exist to represent the image like RGB, HSV, HSL etc. RGB color model are simple model that uses the primary color (red, green, blue) to represent the color intensity value of the pixel in an image. A color image may be described as three layered image of red, green and blue plane.
Fig. 1: RGB Color Model
In CBIR system images are searched by providing quarry image as a input. Mostly CBIR System consists of some basic steps that need to be followed. These are image preprocessing, feature extraction and similarity measure or finding distance [1] .In the pre-processing stage noise from the image are removed and image converted in some suitable format so that operation on the image can be performed easily and quickly. In the next step various image feature are extracted on the basis of image property like color, texture, shape, edge etc. The number of extracted feature and there type plays an important role on the result and performance of the system. All image features are stored in the feature database. At last query image feature compared to feature database and similar images are retrieved. In the last step distance measure between the target image and quarry image are computed using some distance measure e.g. Euclidian distance, Root-mean distance, City block etc. In our proposed method called Content Based image retrieval using Clustering (CBIRC) we use binary clustering to cluster the color data. In this method quarry image and target image are combined and then difference is calculated. In addition to the color feature in CBIRC, geometric distribution of colors is also taking in account to compare the images.
RELATED WORK
Image histogram has been used from many years to retrieve the image and video. Various systems used it for similarity measure e.g. QBIC [2] , WebSeek [3] etc. Histograms are popular because they are simple and involve easy computation. Image features are represented by the histogram and each bin represents the number of pixel for a particular color. The distance between images is calculated as the distance between the histogram of image. However, some drawback is associated with the histogram, as they are not containing much information about color distribution and for two image that are completely different may have the same histogram.
Stricker and Orengo [4] suggest a method for color indexing in which three color moments i.e. average, standard deviation and skewness are used to represent the color distribution of an image. Then similarity major between two images is the sum of the difference between these color moments with some weights.
Dominant color descriptor is popular technique to represent the color feature and is used by many researchers for image comparison and retrieval. Same types of color are represented by their dominant color, by this way the performance of the system can be improved. Y. Deng et al. [5] used a color descriptor that contains representative color and its percentage in a region. Image segmentation are apply that form different color regions then with the help of clustering obtained the representative colors for each region.
Local Fourier Transform (LFT) used by Hui Yu et al. [6] to represent texture information in the image. Total eight templates are generated by applying LFT on the image. These templates characterized the image. Then first and second moments are calculated and feature vector are extracted. To overcome the problem in HSV color space ,three dimensional color vector are suggest to used for representing the color.
Man Wong et al. [7] describe a problem in RGB based histogram intersection method in which images that are visually similar but different brightness or intensity value may be considered less similar and vice versa. One another problem is the case where two visually similar color of different value are not matched because their intersection area of their histogram are very less or may be nil. To overcome this problem a Merged Histogram Method (MHM) is proposed where instead of making individual color palette a common palette is constructed by intra and inter palette merging.
A cluster based image retrieval scheme is introduced by Chen, Wang and Krovetz [8] called cluster-based retrieval of images by unsupervised learning (CLUE). It retrieves the image clusters instead of a set of ordered images. Image cluster are formed by using the unsupervised learning that consider image features as well as how the image are similar to each other semantically.
Fuzzy color histogram is proposed by El-Feghi et al. [1] in which membership value for each color pixel value is calculated using membership function. In this method each pixel may be belongs to more than one color set with some membership value. Manhatin distance is used to find the distance measure between images.
Quynh,Tao and Gyang [9] gives a method for similarity major between image is proposed called Histogram Graph (HISG) .Image are divided in the sequence of sectors and calculate histogram for each color where each bin represented by vertex of the graph. Sum of the minimum cost matching is the distance between two images.
In [10] author gives Adaptive Feature Extraction that is based on BQMP [11] technique in which quaternion moments is used to represent the color data. First color cluster are construct by iteratively calling BQMP. A new distance measure called comparing histogram by clustering (CHIC) is introduced to find the difference between histogram.
PROPOSED WORK
For effective image retrieval clustering are used in extensively manner by many researcher. In our work we use binary clustering on color data. We resize the image in equal size and format so that color processing would be easy and effectively work on all images. Let I q is the quarry image i.e. image to be search and I t is the image from the image database i.e. target image. In the proposed method all three matrix plane of I q and I t are combined row by row and considered as a single image matrix I as shown in figure (2) and (3). Then arrange these matrix planes in one column index form using (1) such that entries of each column sequentially fill up by rows i.e. first quarry image are placed than after target image are place that we call image I. On this image matrix I apply clustering. To identify any pixel belongs to I q or I t a variable d p are used that store total number of pixel in I q or I t. In matrix plane I if the index value of any pixel is greater than d p then it belong to I t otherwise it belong to I q . Then apply binary clustering on the data set S so that S i number of clusters are generated and each S i contain sub cluster and .The sub cluster and contains quarry image and target image pixels respectively. After the clustering process we find the difference between the images by absolutely adding the discrepancy of each cluster. This method also save the index value in the index cluster G i . G i is generated corresponding to each and every color value of the cluster S i called index cluster and used for retrieving the geometrical feature of the image. On these cluster we calculate geometric mean and geometric standard deviation and then find the geometric difference between the images. The index clusters are stored corresponding to color cluster of image I. We classify the color data in two class say x 0 and x 1. Actually by doing this we are finding out the hyper-plane that will divide the color data set S in x 0 and x 1 .
As shown in figure 3 quarry image pixel ( , ) , ( , ) and ( , ) and target image ( , ) , ( , ) and ( , ) respectively are combined and treated as a single image I. 
Coordinate Index Conversion
Where I is the index value, x is the row of the element i.e. x coordinate and y is the column of element i.e. y coordinate.
Red Green Quarry image Red Green Blue Target Image Figure: 2 For the input color data set S we use variance as a threshold value. One can decide value of empirically. For splitting any cluster S i, the variance of that cluster must be greater than . To divide the data set S of image in two subsets S k and S k+1 assign some index value k i for each and every pixel p i of image I. These index values are also used to calculate geometric difference.
Initially S contains all color values of image I. To split image cluster S in two classes calculate the mean and variance of the Image S. If the variance is greater than some threshold variance then it is a splitable cluster thus split this cluster in S k and S k+1 . This process is repeats until we meet all the clusters are unsplitable.
Now calculate mean
for image I. Than calculate difference between and where x i represents the color value of (R i ,G i ,B i ) for pixel p i .
If the D i is negative than the pixel are placed in sub cluster S k otherwise it will placed in sub cluster S k+1 .Than calculate variance of cluster S k and S k+1 i.e. and +1 .We first split that cluster whose variance is maximum. Suppose +1 is greater than and then split this cluster. Otherwise if +1 is not greater than than S k+1 will not split and the splitting process will stop. Similarly if is greater than then split S k . This procedure repeats for each cluster S k+n until we meet all the unsplitable clusters i.e. the variance of all cluster is less than threshold value . Each cluster represents the same type colors of the image I. Then find the discrepancy of each cluster.
By adding discrepancy of all clusters we get the color difference between the I q and I t .
In any cluster S i some pixel are from quarry image and some pixel are from target image. Corresponding to each cluster S i, index cluster G i is generated that contain index value k i corresponding to each pixel p i . The index value k i is converted in coordinate (x i , y i ) using equation (2) and (3). Where the Geometrical difference and value of is is selected between zero and one.
In this method geographical information of pixel are also used to classify images more effectively and results are more accurate.
EXPERIMENTS
Our experimental result performed on Intel Core2Duo processor of 2.10 GHz with 2 GB RAM in windows XP Environment on MATLAB 7.6.0.324 .We divide all the image in six category . Each and every image belongs to one of the class. We compare our results with the ACE method in the terms of precision graph and figure (6) shows that CBIRC gives the better result. The performance of color retrieval method measured in terms of average retrieval precision i.e. each time a quarry image select from the database and after processing retrieved k matched image from the database. The average retrieval precision can be defined as
Where j is the no images in the database and n i is the number of returned image falling into correct image class of quarry image i. 
CONCLUSION
For Content Based Image retrieval various image feature are used to compare the image. These features may vary as per requirements. More the feature are selected there are chances that results are closer and accurate but it may lead to increase complexity.
CBIRC apply binary clustering simultaneously on target and query images. Binary clustering generates color and their corresponding index cluster. On the basis of these clusters we calculate color and spreadness differences of corresponding colors. Lastly we add these two differences with appropriate weighted i.e. final difference between images. Experimental result shows that average performance of CBIRC are 14% better than ACE.
